
Dialectical Thinking Worksheet

Patient Information

Name:

Date of Birth:

Gender:

Date of Assessment:

Presenting Concerns:

Objective

Instructions

1. Review the situation or concern that the patient wants to address.
2. Encourage the patient to identify and record their automatic thoughts and initial emotional 

reactions.
3. Explore alternative perspectives or opposing viewpoints related to the situation.
4. Help the patient recognize and understand the dialectical tension between thoughts and 

emotions.
5. Guide the patient in finding a balanced and realistic perspective.
6. Encourage the patient to consider adaptive behaviors or coping strategies based on the new 

perspective.

Situation or Concern

Automatic Thoughts

Initial Emotional Reactions



Opposing Viewpoints

Dialectical Tension

Balanced Perspective

Adaptive Behaviors or Coping Strategies

Reflection

Follow-up


	Name: Sarah Thompson
	Date of Birth: 03/15/1985
	Gender: Female
	Date of Assessment: 01/10/2024
	Presenting Concerns: Anxiety related to upcoming job interview
	ObjectiveRow1: To help Sarah explore and challenge her automatic thoughts and emotional reactions related to the upcoming job interview and to promote balanced thinking and effective coping strategies.
	Situation or ConcernRow1:  Sarah is anxious about an upcoming job interview for a position she wants.
	Automatic ThoughtsRow1: "I'm not qualified for this job."
"I'll mess up the interview."
"Others are more competent than me."
	Initial Emotional ReactionsRow1: Sarah feels overwhelmed and stressed and doubts her abilities.
	Opposing ViewpointsRow1: Consider Sarah's past achievements and positive feedback from colleagues.

Explore the possibility that everyone experiences pre-interview anxiety.

Reflect on the fact that her unique skills make her a valuable candidate.
	Dialectical TensionRow1: There is tension between Sarah's self-doubt and the recognition that she has valuable qualifications and experiences.
	Balanced PerspectiveRow1: Sarah realizes that while she may not be perfect, she possesses the skills needed for the job. She acknowledges that some level of anxiety is normal and can even enhance performance.
	Adaptive Behaviors or Coping StrategiesRow1: Prepare thoroughly for the interview to boost confidence.

Practice relaxation techniques to manage anxiety.

Focus on her accomplishments and positive qualities during the interview.
	ReflectionRow1: Sarah acknowledges that her initial thoughts were overly negative and based on self-doubt. The exercise helped her see a more balanced perspective, boosting her confidence and motivation.
	FollowupRow1: During the next session, discuss how the interview went, addressing challenges and reinforcing positive thinking patterns.


